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Formation of Company

                                             Front 
    Rank    Captain           File

 

     Corp        1st Serg

All commands are preceeded with either “Company” or “1st Squad/2nd Squad”
All commands are executed on the last word after the pause.

Formation - “To...Arms”      Dress - “Dress….Right/Left”   Front “...Front”
Arms Inspection - “Inspection...Arms”    Attention - “Attention”   Eyes Right or Left “Eyes...Right/Left”

A Rank is composed of men abreast of each other at a distance of 4 inches from knee to knee.
A File is a man in rank, or two or more men, one in front and behind each other.

Interval is the space between ranks.

Heels should be on the same line with feet outward positioned to form slightly less than a right angle.

Dress Right or Left the head and eyes should pop to the direction of dress and remain there until the
command to Front
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Presentation of Sabers

Attention - “Attention”
Draw - “Draw...Saber”

Present - “Present…Saber”
Carry - “Carry...Saber”

Return - “Return...Saber”

Draw Saber you bring your saber up perpendicular to the right shoulder. Present Saber is called when
the person to be saluted is 4 paces from the line and returned 4 paces past the line.  Saber position

should be edge left, right hand 1 foot center line of body from right shoulder with the hand 6 inches
from your chest with your forearm perpendicular.  To Carry Saber you lower your arm to a 45 degree

angle away from your body with point down then bring your saber back perpendicular to right shoulder.
Return Saber you hold your hand 6 inches from your left shoulder and rotate your wrist to point the
blade down. Left hand grabs the upper part of the scabbard and your eyes go left and slightly down.
Slide saber into scabbard and release scabbard and hilt simultaneously and return hands to trouser

seams.

Presentation of Arms

Attention - “Attention” 
(rifles come to order position by right foot with right hand on barrel of rifle)

Carry - “Carry…Arms”
Present - “Present...Arms”

Arms should be horizontal to body with hammer facing the breast, rifle perpendicular to ground, right
hand forefingers under trigger guard with thumb around stock. Left hand on barrel with forefingers

pointed straight right and thumb cradling the barrel. Rifle should be 6 inches from the breast.
Carry - “Carry...Arms”
Order - “Order...Arms”

(rifle returns to your right side with hand on barrel)
Rest - “...Rest”

Upon command of rest the left foot goes 45 degrees towards left half a step behind the right foot. Knees
flexible but body straight. Left hand joins right hand on rifle barrel if under arms or both hands infront

of belly, left over right, if not under arms.

Manual of the Pistol
The Army Revolver should be worn on the belt on the right side of the back

Draw - “Draw...Pistol”
Right hand should unbutton the flap and unholster the revolver, holding it by the stock with the

forefinger on the front of the trigger guard, carry the pistol vertically with the hand as high as the right
shoulder...6 inches from the shoulder. This position is also known as “Raise Pistol”

Ready - “Ready”
Bring your revolver in front of the breast pointing to the left and elevated and cock the hammer and

bring back to your right shoulder...6 inches in front.
Aim - “Present”



Bring pistol forward, arm ¾ extended, finger on trigger
Fire - “Fire”

Fire 1 shot then Raise Pistol

If Pistol is NOT fired at the command Return Pistol, lower the hammer down gently

One command that MAY be used is a rapid fire.  The command will be “Fire by files from the right/left
RAPID...Present...Fire” upon the command fire (Right) the extreme right man will fire and come back

to “ready”,  upon the sound of  the pistol firing, the man on the left will fire and so on and so on down the
line. The sound should sound like a WW2 .50cal Machine Gun firing.

Holster - “Return...Pistol”
One smooth motion return the pistol to the holster and button the flap.

Inspection of Arms

Rifle First, Pistol Second, Saber Third.
After inspecting the Rifle we will ground arms.

Ground - “Ground...Arms”
On the command ground, kneel with your right knee to the ground and place your rifle on your right

side with the lock plate up.  On the command Arms, resume a standing position.
After inspection of Pistol and Saber we will recover arms.

Recover - “Recover…Arms”
On the command recover, kneel with your right knee to the ground and retrieve your rifle, on the

command Arms, resume a standing position with the rifle at Order Arms.

Firing Commands

Load - “Load”
Whenever the command to load is given you should always remain loaded after firing. 

Ready - “Ready”
Bring Rifle in front of you, half cock, muzzle pointed up and to the left.

Aim - “Present”
Self Explanatory

Company Fire - “Fire by Company...Present...Fire”
Whenever the command Fire is given squeeze trigger when you hear the “F” sound.

Fire by File - “Fire by file from the Right/Left...Commence….Fire”
The extreme right/left man will present rifle and fire, when he brings his rifle down the next file will

present rifle and fire, repeating down the line until entire company has fired.  Always reload after firing.
Fire by Section - “Fire by Squad...First/Second Squad...Present…Fire”

NEVER DO A RAPID FIRE WITH RIFLES, as you will leave your front unprotected against the enemy.



Movement Commands

Right Face - “Right...Face”
Left Face - “Left...Face”

Turn Around - “About...Face”

Common Step (2 feet 4 inches per step at 90 steps per minute) - “Forward...March”
Every man starts off on the left foot and the cadence is marked with the calling of One when the left foot

hits the ground.
Halt - “Squad...Halt”

March by Flank - “Right...Face, Forward, March”
Everyone faces right on the command Face, then steps off at the same time on March

When Marching in Line and needing to Flank Right or Left -
“By the Right/Left Flank...March”

On the command March sharply turn to the right or left.

Quick Step (same length as common step but at 110 steps per minute) - 
“Forward, Quick Step...March”

to go back to common step
“Common Step...March”

Double-Quick Step ( 33 inch step at 165 steps per minute) - “Forward, Double-Quick...March”

While marching the command can be given to change the step without saying forward and just using the
step you need followed by the command of march.

By Twos to March in Line - “By Twos...March”
Return to Single Line “By Files...March”
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Front into Line - “Front into Line…March”

Left into Line - “Left into Line...March”
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Right into Line - “Right into Line...March”

Halt

Right or Left Oblique  - “Right/Left Oblique...March”

Right Oblique
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Wheel - “Right/Left….Wheel”

On a Right Wheel the extreme right man will stand and pivot with eyes left...every trooper’s eyes are left
except the extreme left man who’s guiding the wheel. Every trooper will lean to the right to maintain

physical contact with the right and eye contact to the left.

On Left Wheel the extreme left man will stand and pivot with eyes right...every trooper’s eyes are left
except the extreme right man who’s guiding the wheel. Every trooper will lean to the left to maintain

physical contact with the left and eye contact to the right.

                 Right Wheel

Left Wheel          
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Counter March - “Counter March by the Right Flank...March”

The right man (Sergeant) will turn to the right, take one step, turn to the right, take one step, and turn to
the right again and take steps until commanded to halt.  Each successive man will step forward and
begin to right turn in the footsteps of the previous man thus about facing the company and being in

formation, changing position of Front

Old Front                                              New Front                                 

Skirmish Intervals - “Skirmish...Interval”
Upon this command the line will spread out to 4 yards between each man, dressing upon the Sergeant

on the Right. Men should keep their eyes right while moving to the left so that the interval can be
maintained.  Movement is slow and deliberate but maintaining the line. The command to return back to

the original line is “Close...Ranks”

Before    

After
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Fire and Retire - “Fire by file from the Right and retire….commence….Fire”
The extreme right man fires and retires back to where the Captain sets the line, loading while moving to
the new position. After he fires, then the next raises his rifle and fires and retires, loading on the way to

his position.

Fires Last                                                                                                            Fires First

Fire by Squad and Retire - “Fire by Squad and Retire….First Squad….Present…..Fire”

First Squad fires and retires to the position set by the Captain, reloading on the way to the new position.
Once the 1st Squad is set then the 2nd Squad is commanded to fire and retire on 1st Squad, reloading on

the way.

Front                                                                                                                           
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Refuse The Flanks - “Refuse...Right/Left”

Upon the Refuse command either 1st squad or 2nd squad will move to the side of the line to stop a
flanking maneuver by the enemy.

After the threat is over the command of  “1st/2nd Squad..Back in Line” and the men will return to
their original places on the battle line.

Refuse Left - 1st Squad
moves to form a line on
the left of the main line.

Refuse Right - 2nd Squad
moves to form a line on 

the right of the main line.
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